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Introduction
Question: how much does it cost and are people willing to pay for it?
Catchment upscaling of WBZs (modeling-based)
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Narew

rivers in subcatchments
► Restoring WBZ along all river courses in upper Narew catchment (5% of PL) would reduce 33%–82% of N and 41%–87% of P at costs of about 171 million EUR.

► Restoring polygonal WBZs alone (88.500 ha peatlands and 2.400 ha floodplains) would reduce 11%–30% of N and 14%–42% of P load at cost of 8.9 million EUR
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WTP Choice experiment: People in Poland, Germany and Denmark support river and WBZ restoration
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Summary

► WBZs are ecologically and economically effective

► WBZs are wanted

► Knowledge base exists

► Acceptance as mainstream societal innovation needed